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THE JOY ECONOMY: 
THE OPERATOR’S GUIDE TO JOY
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Joy is what makes life worth living. It’s 

realized in the big moments—a hard-earned vacation, 

wedding or birth of a child—but more often in the 

small moments—warm sand between your toes, 

a kind gesture or an inside joke. It’s an intense, 

momentary flood of positive emotion, and over time, 

those moments add up to create an overall feeling of 

happiness. 

How is joy—and ultimately happiness—central to 

our well-being? Bronnie Ware, a nurse who spent 

several years working in palliative care, shared her 

observations through her book titled, “The Top Five 

Regrets of the Dying.” She asked her patients if 

they had any regrets and recorded their responses, 

hoping to learn from the clarity of vision that people 

gain at the end of their lives. 

One common sentiment: I wish that I had let myself 

be happier. “This is a surprisingly common one,” 

shares Ware. “Many did not realize until the end 

that happiness is a choice. They had stayed stuck 

in old patterns and habits. The so-called comfort 

of familiarity overflowed into their emotions, as well 

as their physical lives. Fear of change had them 

pretending to others, and to their selves, that they 

were content, when deep within, they longed to laugh 

properly and have silliness in their life again.”
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Budgeting, scheduling, venue maintenance and all 

the day-to-day demands of venue management can 

consume your time and take your eyes off the prize. 

Sure, we keep tabs on guest satisfaction survey 

results and funnel our energy and resources to areas 

that need improvement. We monitor trends and seek 

feedback from key stakeholders when developing 

future offerings. But how do we consistently deliver a 

high level of guest satisfaction? 

At Vantage, we provide a next-level technology 

solution—a unifying attractions management 

platform—which empowers guests to take control 

of their day and gives operators a whole new level 

of clarity regarding their guests’ unique wants and 

needs.

Our team believes that fostering happiness and 

earning guest loyalty is rooted in the identification 

and creation of moments of joy throughout each 

individual guest’s unique experience. 

We’ve created this resource, “The Joy Economy: 

The Operator’s Guide to Joy,” as a guide to igniting 

and sustaining joy within your operation. Along 

the way, we’ll define the importance of joy, share 

service ideas and solutions, and explore how service 

providers worldwide are personalizing service, 

creating joy and reaping its rewards.

How fortunate are 
we to work in an 
industry that produces 
HAPPINESS? 
Often, we’re literally surrounded by laughter and 

silliness during a regular work day. However, as 

operators, it can be challenging to focus on fostering 

happiness when immediate demands are constantly 

knocking on your door. No doubt, you’re familiar. 
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YOUR JOY GUIDES
Thank you for climbing aboard this joy ride (please 

keep your eyes on the page and mind in the ride 

at all times!). Your joy guides for this journey will 

be members of the Vantage team and our cohorts 

at WhiteWater West (our parent company and the 

world’s leading designer and manufacturer of water 

parks and attractions), with special appearances by 

insightful industry operators.

Just a few of the voices who will weigh in on The 

Joy Economy include Geoff Chutter, who founded 

WhiteWater West over 40 years ago; Una de Boer, 

chief marketing officer, who’s devoted decades to 

building meaningful brands; Franceen Gonzales, 

chief experience officer who has deep roots in our 

industry; and Aaron Mendelson, senior vice president 

who cut his teeth in Orlando’s parks and resorts. 

First up: Michael Jungen, Vantage President, will 

introduce Vantage’s mission to support joy. For 

over 23 years, Jungen worked for The Walt Disney 

Company, where he helped develop the MagicBand, 

an industry game-changer. In 2015, he joined Carnival 

Corporation, launching the Ocean Medallion, and in 

2020, he was commissioned by Aristocrat Gaming to 

launch a guest engagement platform within resort 

gaming complexes before ultimately joining Vantage 

in 2022.

Jungen is greeted by Mickey Mouse, one of the perks of the job 
during his 23 years with The Walt Disney Company.

Jungen strikes a pose aboard the inaugural Ocean Medallion 
voyage on the Regal Princess in 2017.

Jungen accepts the IMPACT Award at IAAPA Expo 2022 on behalf of Vantage, along with Vantage Senior VP Aaron Mendelson (left), 
and WhiteWater West CEO Geoff Chutter (right).
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Jungen began his search for the answer with Maslow’s 

Hierarchy of Needs, a motivational theory in psychology 

often depicted as a five-tier model of human needs. 

Introduced in Dr. Abraham Maslow’s 1943 paper 

titled “A Theory of Human Motivation”, the American 

psychologist’s theory provided a new way to look at 

basic human needs, which is widely used in health 

and social work as a framework for assessing clients’ 

needs.

Working from the bottom of the model on up to the top, 

the human needs are physiological (food and clothing), 

safety (job and housing security), love and belonging 

(friendship and connection), esteem (achievement and 

respect), and self-actualization (reaching full potential).

Typically, the bottom four levels must be satisfied 

before moving to the top level of self-actualization, 

which is a need for personal growth and self-discovery 

that is a life-long journey. Each person is continually 

developing and finding meaning in life that’s entirely 

unique to them as an individual. Self-actualization is 

the stage in which individuals are most capable of 

achieving joy and a sense of happiness.

In 1954, the psychologist expounded upon this top 

tier, pinpointing six characteristics possessed by 

self-actualized individuals: acceptance and realism, 

problem-centering, spontaneity, autonomy and 

solitude, continued freshness of appreciation and peak 

experiences. 

THE HUMAN NEED FOR JOY
Jungen has spent his career digging deeper and deeper into the 

guest experience in order to create moments of joy. But according to 

him, “That’s not all that defines me and my passion for joy. I’m also a 

husband, a cat dad, a runner, and a lover of life—and that is particularly 

important for someone who delivers joy into people’s lives... 

...So, as I think about that further, 
I think about what is it that a 
person needs to ensure that life 
is full and rich, and they’re able to 
enjoy those JOYFUL MOMENTS?”
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Peak experiences are particularly important to actualizing joy. “It’s the peak 

experiences—the top of the apex in Maslow’s model—that are so meaningful 

because they’re the very thing that humans strive for the most,” says 

Jungen. “These experiences create that sense of joy, wonder and ecstasy 

that is what we all seek for inspiration, vitality and broader perspective.”

Maslow is considered the father of humanistic psychology, but the study 

of human behavior and the need for joy has been carried on by countless 

scientists. Neuroscientist Dean Burnett dives into the pursuit of happiness 

in his book, “Happy Brain: Where Happiness Comes From, and Why.” In a U.S. 

News article he comments, “As for the pursuit of happiness, the pursuing 

itself is a good thing. In modern culture, we think happiness should be the 

default state, otherwise something is amiss. But that’s not how the brain 

works,” says Burnett. He adds: 

Through her research, Pamela Ebstyne King, Ph.D., has sought to understand 

joy as a core human experience. In a Psychology Today interview, she 

states, “Joy is not just an individual pursuit, but one that deeply involves our 

connections with others. We can discover and experience joy in a variety of 

ways—doing those things we love to do, growing in intimacy or providing for 

others, and clarifying and coherently pursuing our values.”

In one of the world’s longest studies of adult life, the Harvard Study of 

Adult Development, scientists began tracking the health of 268 Harvard 

“Happiness SHOULD 
BE A GOAL rather than 
a permanent state.”

sophomores in 1938 through present day, hoping 

the study would reveal clues to leading healthy and 

happy lives. They found that having strong personal 

connections with other people was most directly 

correlated to overall happiness, better health and 

more contentment.

In an OprahDaily.com article titled “Exactly How to Find 

Joy Today—and Every Day,” Sonja Lyubomirsky, Ph.D, 

professor of psychology at the University of California 

states, “Happiness has two components. The first is 

life satisfaction, which is that sense that your life is 

going well. The second is the experience of frequent 

positive emotions, which include pride, curiosity, 

enthusiasm, tranquility, and joy.”

To summarize those scientific observations: to 

achieve our goal of happiness, we must actively 

pursue the things we love to do with those whom 

we are strongly connected to experience frequent 

positive emotions like joy. In the hospitality industry, 

we provide the optimum environments to foster and 

create moments of joy, and satisfy a human need.

Clearly, joy isn’t just a “nice to have,” it’s a “need 

to have” in our lives, and if it’s essential to our 

guests, then it’s critical to our success as operators. 

Jungen believes, “It’s important that we focus on 

joy and evolve our understanding and appreciation 

that enjoyment and joy itself is an essential human 

psychological need.”
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REDISCOVERING JOY 
In spring 2020, COVID-19 brought the pursuit of joy to a screeching halt 

worldwide. The ability to gather and celebrate with family and friends 

at our favorite destinations, such as theme parks, resorts, cruise 

ships, restaurants and event venues, was no longer an option. Many 

hospitality providers had to shutter temporarily—some permanently—

and employ new, distanced styles of service, in an attempt to stop the 

spread of the virus. 

The impact that isolation and loss had on our psyche has been well 

documented, and continues to be studied. A scientific brief released by 

The World Health Organization (WHO) in March 2022 reported that “in 

the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic, global prevalence of anxiety 

and depression increased by a massive 25 percent.”

However, it now appears that people are eager to make up for lost 

time. In 2022, the global travel and tourism industry rebounded from a 

two-year slump, with Statista data showing an impressive 45-percent 

revenue increase over 2021 and predicting a 20 percent year-over-year 

jump in earnings in 2023. 

Travel and tourism revenues worldwide, 
from 2019 to 2025 (in billion U.S. dollars)1

1 https://augustafreepress.com/commercial/travel-and-tourism-industry-fully-
recovering-to-pre-covid-19-levels-revenues-to-grow-by-20-yoy-to-852b-in-2023/

“That delay in needs, wants and desires for guests 

resulted in delayed satisfaction,” says Jungen. 

“Guests want to return to that pursuit. People have 

emerged from the pandemic with a renewed sense to 

connect, and they are not taking life for granted.”

“People are itching 
to get back to life, to 
gather and create joy, 
to build more lifelong 
MEMORIES.”

15

Michael Jungen, Vantage President
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THE JOY ECONOMY 
Thankfully, people are returning to the travel and 

tourism industry in droves. But as an operator, how 

do you differentiate your venue from the numerous 

options available to guests? Jungen believes guest 

satisfaction and loyalty all stem from one thing. “The 

goal remains, as it’s always been, to deliver joy above 

all else,” insists Jungen.

The Joy Economy is a powerful idea that we believe 

can drive better business and guest experiences. 

It gives your teams clear direction: Focus on joy in 

every decision. Through these chapters, we’ll show 

you how holding to this simple truth will create a 

virtual cycle that benefits guest and operator.

The Joy Economy is based on four simple pillars 

from which everyone benefits. Operators optimize 

resources and revenues, and guests live the 

experience to the fullest. The pillars—Joy, Smile, 

Spend and Share—are referred to as The Joy 

Economy Basics.

According to Jungen, “These central pillars are very 

effective for rallying the team and the business in 

alignment with your growth and success.” Once your 

team is aligned in their mission to ignite joy, it’s time 

to get to know your customers on a more in-depth 

level and prepare to wow them (the fun part)!

JOY
Creating joy is the first step in The Joy Economy engine. It’s the 

spiritual anchor and connector that brings guests together, creating 

that flood of positive emotion that adds up to an overall feeling 

of happiness. Repeated joyful moments establish you as a brand 

known for bringing joy into the guest experience. It keeps people 

coming back, but more importantly, it makes people’s lives better.

SMILE 
A smile is a simple but powerful gesture that opens the door to 

creating joyful moments and leads to guest engagement and 

satisfaction. Unforgettable experiences create joy and lifetime 

brand ambassadors. 

SPEND 
Providing convenience to your guests shows them that you 

value their time and are invested in their guest journey. 

Convenience creates joy and increases dwell time, spend 

opportunities and revenue.

SHARE 
Great experiences are even richer when shared with friends 

and family. Plus, guests are eager to post their most joyful 

moments, which creates a feeling of community. Great 

experiences are meant to be shared and immortalized in every 

“TBT” post. You can create joy and free marketing through 

reviews and social content.
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Moments of joy—or frustration—almost always 

stem from an interaction with a service provider. 

”During my career at Disney, I had the opportunity 

to lead guest communications,” explains Jungen, 

“and week by week, year over year, there was this 

pattern that proved out. When I gave out the Friday 

report that identified the trends in what guests were 

communicating, the same thing always rose to the 

top as the number one satisfier and the number one 

dissatisfier. 

“It was always an interaction with a cast member,” 

Jungen continues. “So that interaction between the 

team member and the guest, and the ability for the 

team member to ensure that the guest had their 

needs anticipated and got the very best experience, 

became the differentiator for whether the guests left 

and said they had a great time or left and said they 

were dissatisfied.” 

Certainly, your service-savvy team members 

are more than capable of creating joy. However, 

consistently delivering these moments—these lifelong 

memories—can be a real challenge in a bustling 

operation when each guest’s personal needs can 

vary greatly. That’s why many operators have chosen 

to implement guest engagement platforms, which 

track guest behavior and populate recommendations 

and offerings based on that behavior.      

IGNITING JOY 
Of course, the concept of creating joy isn’t new to hospitality operators 

and employees. “Operators have been living this cycle themselves 

for a long time,” says Jungen. Some of our team members have long 

provided the foundational best practices for guest service inspired 

by the creation of joy. How many of us know a favorite server who 

recognizes us every time we sit down and knows exactly what we 

always get?

“There are countless examples of guests celebrating memorable 

interactions with exceptional team members who create joyful 

experiences, and they translate those positive perceptions onto the 

brand and onto the venue,” adds Jungen. 

Jungen has been both a provider and recipient of joy-inducing 

interactions himself. “I reflect on how many of my experiences on cruise 

ships had guest service team members who figured this formula out,” 

he explains. “They’ve learned that the more that guests feel personally 

recognized and elevated in their experience, and have their needs, 

wants and desires fulfilled, that those guests will reward them with 

smiles in return and gratuity upon completion of the cruise.”

“For me, joy is 
spending time with 
family and friends on 
or near the water!”
Michael Jungen, Vantage President
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...Joy is the complete 
reflection of an 
experience, and each 
moment contributes.” 

PERSONALIZING JOY 
The key to creating joy is to have a deep understanding of your guests’ 

wants and needs. “Joy is different for every individual,” says Jungen. 

“Joy is more than a thrilling ride...

Through a guest engagement platform, operators know in real time the 

exact number of guests on property, where they’ve been, what they’ve 

purchased and their experience patterns within the venue. Using 

guest-specific data, moments of joy can be created by team members 

throughout the venue, enhancing each guest’s overall experience.

Of course, data is only beneficial if it’s used to identify the needs 

of real people, as well as emerging trends, and employed to better 

the guest experience. You likely experience guest platforms in your 

day-to-day life, such as Amazon product suggestions, Spotify’s 

account customization and Netflix’s content recommendations. These 

companies understand your wants and needs based on your behavior.

“You can empower team members within the operation to better and 

more fully impact the guests,” says Jungen. “They’re able to make 

their day by having insight into their preferences and 

then communicate recommendations and create 

connections to the things that are most meaningful, 

which will make a significant difference to your 

revenues and to the affinity for your brands.” 

Understanding your customers’ likes and behavior 

also allows for interactions that feel more personal 

and intimate, even in sprawling settings. “Having 

a fun, engaging facility and structuring the 

experiences so they weave a story is something we 

all appreciate,” says Jungen. “However, the breadth 

of the experience has become wide, and that can 

sometimes make the guests feel just a bit lost in the 

vastness and the complexity of the experience itself.”

80%
of consumers indicate 

they are more likely to do 
business with a company 

if it offers personalized 
experiences.2

2 Epsilon.com
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JOURNEY INTO JOY
The first chapter of this guide is a basic introduction 

to The Joy Economy, intended to highlight the 

importance of joy and Vantage’s joy-first model. In 

the following chapters, we’ll break down The Joy 

Economy further, share real-world examples of joy 

done right, and hear from industry leaders who have 

successfully infused joy into their cultures. Welcome 

aboard for this journey into joy! 

“I have a vision of 
success for our industry: 
We must strive for the 
purest, simplest and 
most powerful joyful 
emotional responses for 
the simple reason that 
if we do, everything else 
takes care of itself.”

In reverse, smaller moments can be magnified and 

made more memorable. Armed with knowledge, 

low key moments—the queue, snack break, shop 

visit, even the online ticketing experience—can feel 

entertaining, frictionless, and, yes, even joyful. At a 

theme park, there are many more small moments 

than big ride moments. Imagine if you invested in 

those in-between moments—you could increase 

guest satisfaction exponentially.  

Developments in technology simplify the process of 

identifying and satisfying guest needs by integrating 

systems and data into profiles and trend oversights 

automatically. Jungen believes, “It’s precisely our 

ability to ground each of the guest experiences in 

what is most important to the needs, wants and 

desires of each guest and to maximize the time they 

enjoy not only on rides and experiences but in each 

of the moments in between.

“Our goal in maximizing guest experiences should 

be to opt for every path to joy in the significant 

things and the less significant things, in the obvious 

and in the hidden,” adds Jungen. “When done well 

and consistently, this will translate into power for 

delivering joyful interactions for guests and cause 

them to want to return. Refocusing on joy advances 

innovation, creates happier employees and drives 

rave reviews.”
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Michael Jungen, Vantage President


